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Abstract

Background: The search for early biomarkers of mild cognitive impairment (MCI) has

been central to Alzheimer’s Disease (AD) and the dementia research community in

recent years.While there exist in-vivo biomarkers (e.g., beta-amyloid and tau) that can

serve as indicators of pathological progression toward AD, biomarker screenings are

prohibitively expensive to scale if widely used among pre-symptomatic individuals in

the outpatient setting. Behavior and social markers such as language, speech, and con-

versational behaviors reflect cognitive changes thatmay precede physical changes and

offer amuchmore cost-effective option for preclinicalMCI detection, especially if they

can be extracted from a non-clinical setting.

Method:We developed a prototype AI conversational agent that conducts screening

conversations with participants. Specifically, this AI agent must learn to ask the right

sequence of questions to distinguishing the conversational characteristics of the par-

ticipants with MCI from those with normal cognition. Using transcribed data obtained

from recorded conversational interactions between participants and trained inter-

viewers generated in a recently completed clinical trial, and applying supervised learn-

ing models to these data, we developed a novel reinforcement learning (RL) pipeline

and a dialogue simulation environment to train an efficient dialogue agent to explore

a range of semi-structured questions. We train and validate our AI dialogue agent

basedon transcribeddata froma randomized controlled behavioral intervention study,

where we use the transcribed data from 41 subjects (14MCI, 27 NL). Each subject has

an average of 35 turns of dialogue on average.

Result: The results show that while using only a few turns of conversation, our frame-

work can significantly outperform state-of-the-art supervised learning approaches

used in apast study.AnAI agentof30 turnsof dialogueachievesover0.853AreaUnder

the Receiver Operating Characteristic Curves (AUC) and 0.809 AUC with 20 turns, as

compared to 0.811 AUCwith the full dialogue turns.

Conclusion: Our dialogue-based AI agent presents a step toward using AI to extend

clinical care beyond the classical hospital and clinical settings, where we find that AI-

generated dialogues producemore predictive linguistic markers.
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